Nature
at work
Products for
the ecological
household

“Nature at work” – our motto since 1988

ARIES® URBAN GARDENING: For urban gardeners large and small

DE-ÖKO-006

Environmental products with conviction
From our location – set rurally between Bremen and Hamburg –
we send our products for the ecological household on their way to
your organic store. As an organic pioneer, we focus on environmental friendliness with every new product. Sustainable management
in accordance with the CSE standard, as well as a herbs field, a
lavender field and bee hives – all run according to Bioland criteria
– reflect our corporate values.

ARIES® Environmental Products was founded by Dieter Szczesny in
1988. A small range of organic alternatives for pest control has
since become a wide offering of drugstores and garden products for
environmentally aware customers. On the following pages you can
discover our new products in the categories urban gardening, bird
feed, mosquito repellents and organic pastilles!

5 cent

für den
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SeedSticks Edible Blossoms
For lots of gardening fun in a small space

SeedBalls Bee Meadow
4 SeedBalls – For a more colourful city

SeedBand Vegetable Snacks
For garden fun that’s child’s play

8 cardboard SeedSticks, covered with seeds from controlled organic
cultivation*.
Just break a SeedStick off from the bar and stick it in the earth! The
blossom petals have a mild taste and are a colourful eye-catcher in
salads or desserts. You can use them fresh or dried.
*Seeds from controlled organic cultivation.
Article number: 48-7200-00

Throw the SeedBalls where flowers are missing and can grow. After
a few weeks blooming islands will emerge, making bees and other
nectar-seeking insects happy. The SeedBalls consist of organic
potting soil*, clay powder and a seed mix from controlled organic
cultivation: hollyhock*, poppy*, red and yellow sunflowers*,
phacelia*, buckwheat and other flowering surprises.
*Seeds from controlled organic cultivation.
Article number: 48-6071-00

Seedband over 6 metres long for up to 200 Fynn carrots* and 150
Cherry Belle radishes*. With the Vegetable Snacks Seedband you
can grow carrots and radishes really easily yourself.
For your vegetable snacks to grow well, the seeds have already
been inserted at a perfect distance from each other in the fleece
seedband. For garden beds, plant pots & co. Including 4 bed labels
to label yourself.
*Seeds from controlled organic cultivation.
Article number: 48-7000-00
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ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: For young discoverers

ARIES® URBAN GARDENING: For kitchen and balcony gardeners

DE-ÖKO-006

Organic garden set for young discoverers
Cultivation set for 3 delicious varieties of organic vegetables*
A set for young discoverers with everything you need to take your
first steps in growing vegetables, in a practical jute bag. Easily
grown organic plants to inspire children to take up gardening.
*From controlled organic cultivation
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Contents
3 Coconut pots with peat-free source tabs
2 Spades
1 Fork
3 Seed bags with ORGANIC seeds*:
cress, nasturtium, courgette
1 Pair of gloves
1 Leaflet with instructions
Article number 45-5159-00
1 set

Tool Set
Consisting of 2 spades and 1 fork for children.
Article number 45-5161-00
1 set

Herb Pot
German Cuisine

Herb Pot
Italian Cuisine

Potting and Herb Soil

Coco-Block

Herbs our grandmothers used, to make their
dishes something really special! Lovage*, parsley*
and chives* for traditional seasoning for dishes.
*From controlled organic cultivation
Article number 48-6810-00
1 set with 3 pots

With basil*, thyme* and oregano* you can bring
the taste and aroma of Italy onto your windowsill.
Make pizza, pasta and co. into a really special taste
experience!
*From controlled organic cultivation
Article number 48-6800-00
1 set with 3 pots

Handy packet of soil for house, balcony and terrace
plants (apart from heathland plants). With plenty
of microorganisms and pre-fertilised for about 4
weeks. Peat-free.
Article number 45-5100-00
1 x 3 litres

The environmentally friendly potting soil made of
coconut fibre residues, without peat and fertiliser.
Produces about 9 litres of ready-to-use potting
soil.
Article number 45-5150-00
1 x 750 g
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ARIES® GUERRILLA GARDENING®: Seed bombs for peaceful guerrilla gardeners

ARIES® GUERRILLA GARDENING®: Seed bombs for peaceful guerrilla gardeners
Throw the
seed bombs wherever
you miss colourful
flowers.
DE-ÖKO-006

DE-ÖKO-006

5 cent

5 cent

für den

We produce our award-winning* seed bombs from peat-free organic soil, loam and organic seeds directly
on site in Lower Saxony. Only green electricity is used. We keep our distances short and only produce to
order, to guarantee storage is kept as brief as possible. The organic seeds in our seed bombs are especially
suitable for use in difficult weather conditions, too and include bee-friendly flowers, which provide a
variety of insects with nectar as nutrition.
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*Best New Product Award BioFach2011 (Germany)
Category Non-Food for Seed Bombs
*Best New Product Award Biofach2012 (Germany)
Category Non-Food for Seed Bomb Kits

für den

Seed Bombs “The Classic”

Seed Bomb Kit

General information about
Guerrilla Gardening®

Seed bombs ready to sow – ORGANIC classic mix* with sunflowers,
borage, hollyhock and other blossoming surprises. You will find
details on www.aries.de or in our Guerrilla Gardening brochure.
*From controlled organic cultivation
Article number 48-6050-00
1 box with 8 seed bombs

For guerrilla gardeners who still like to roll their own seed bombs.
Complete kit with all the required ingredients*.
*From controlled organic cultivation
Article number: 48-6065-00
1 pack is enough for 50–70 seed bombs

For a more colourful world:
the Guerrilla Gardening® movement
emerged in Manhattan in the 70s and became famous over the
past few years due to planting actions carried out by the Londoner
Richard Reynolds.
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Birds want organic grain too!

Feeding garden birds properly

BirdBox Happy Bird

The ambrosia-controlled Aries-bird feed products come from
domestic “Bioland” cultivation. This guarantees birds are fed in
harmony with nature. Do the residents of your garden sometimes
turn up their beaks at their feed? A good sign that birds are finding
enough herbs, insects and grain to keep them full!

Did you know that ornithologists favour feeding wild birds all year
round? This retains and even rebuilds the diversity of our bird
world.
For example, the sparrow is now unfortunately on the list of
potentially endangered German nesting birds.

Reusable feed house for garden birds. This Bird Box will prove to be
very attractive to garden birds. The Bird Box is filled with the
ORGANIC bird feed* ”HappyBird”.
Hang the Bird Box in a covered area or under a tree, if possible, to
protect it.
Made of weather resistant cardboard.
Article number 50-5014-00
1 x 500 g

BIOLAND Betriebs Nr.
302014

BIOLAND Betriebs Nr.
302014

DE-ÖKO-006

ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: For garden residents

DE-ÖKO-006

ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: For garden residents

Happy Bird Classic
Bioland garden bird feed

Happy Bird Sparrow Feed
Bioland garden bird feed

Happy Bird Pure Sunflower Seeds
Bioland garden bird feed

Pure cereal grain mix of domestic ingredients*.
Free of synthetic additives, aromas and colouring, but rich in
natural healthy fat sources.
Article number: 50-5010-00
1 x 500 g
Article number: 50-5011-00
1 x 1 kg

Support sparrows with all-year round feed. The Sparrow Feed*
contains more soft flakes than other bird feed varieties. These are
easier for the small sparrow to pick up.
Article number 50-5500-00
1 x 500 g
Article number 50-5501-00
1 x 1 kg

Sunflower seeds are full of healthy fats and especially rich in
protein – ideal organic garden bird feed* for all-year round feed.
Especially tasty for hard feeders such as tits, blackbirds, finches and
sparrows.
Article number: 50-5715-00
1 x 500 g
Article number: 50-5710-00
1 x 1 kg
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ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: Products for the green thumb

ready-to-spray
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ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: Products for the green thumb

For 50 litres
of plant water

Approved for
organic agriculture

Homeopathic Plant Elixir

Homeopathic Orchid Elixir

Orchid Fertiliser – vegan

Emergency drops for plants

Herb Fertiliser – vegan

Tomato Fertiliser – vegan

Flower Fertiliser – vegan

Garden Fertiliser

Universal plant tonic to increase plants’ resistance
to diseases. Includes all the essential substances to
live in a homeopathic dynamic form.
Article number 45-5590-00
1 x 500 ml PET bottle

The ready-to-spray plant tonic will ensure strong
and beautiful blossoms. Includes all the essential
substances in a homeopathic dynamic form.
Article number: 45-5593-00
1 x 500 ml

Organic liquid fertiliser from plant-based raw materials for sustainable orchid nutrition. For forming
beautiful blossoms. Concentrate.
Article number: 45-5592-00
1 x 250 ml

Homeopathic – when plants lose leaves or in case
of frost or dry damage as well as relocation.
Stimulates and regenerates plants. 48 drops (2 ml)
in 1 litre of water every 1–2 weeks.
Article number 45-5594-00
1 x 30 ml

For healthy and aromatic herbs in the house,
garden and on the balcony. Organic NPK fertiliser
for balanced herb nutrition in the house and
garden. Made from plant-based raw materials.
Also promotes microorganisms in the soil.
Article number 45-5520-00
1 x 250 ml

For aromatic fruit and a rich harvest. Organic NPK
fertiliser for balanced nutrition for all varieties of
tomato. Made from plant-based raw materials.
Potassium based nutrient combination with lots of
trace elements.
Article number 45-5530-00
1 x 250 ml

For balanced nutrition for indoor, balcony and
garden ornamental plants. Organic NPK fertiliser,
made from plant-based raw materials. Nutrient
combination for forming beautiful blossoms. Also
promotes microorganisms in the soil.
Article number 45-5510-00
1 x 250 ml

Organic NPK long term fertiliser with balanced
nutrient ratio for shrubs, flowers and herbs. For
healthy growth and rich harvests. Approved for
organic agriculture.
Article number 45-5561-00
1 x 1 kg
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ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: Products for the green thumb

ARIES® ORGANIC GARDEN CENTRE: Products for the green thumb

Every
Insect Hotel
is unique
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Compost Accelerator

Vegan Fertiliser – vegan

Nettle Extract – vegan

Horsetail – vegan

With active soil organisms for fast composting
success. Suitable for all raw materials. Ensures
waste is rapidly turned into hygienic compost. Also
for surface composting of autumn leaves.
Article number 45-5502-00
1 x 1 kg

A vegan fertiliser with 100% plant-based raw
materials. Without any animal ingredients. With
natural immediate and long term effect and a
balanced nutrient ratio for rich harvests. Especially
suitable for herbs, vegetables and fruit. Contains
soil stimulating microorganisms.
Article number 45-5562-00
1 x 1 kg

Nettle extract compound strengthens plants
against aphids and other sucking insects. Leaf and
soil fertiliser. It gently fertilises plants and
promotes crumb structure of the soil in a purely
organic manner. Concentrate.
Article number 45-5540-00
1 x 250 ml

Horsetail compound plant-strengthening remedy
reinforces defences against fungal infections. A
proven household remedy used for decades.
Concentrate.
Article number 45-5545-00
1 x 250 ml

Yellow Stickers

Room Green Liquid Fertiliser –vegan

Flower Power Granulate

Insect Hotel

Fighting flying insects in the window box and
conservatory. Harmful insects are attracted by the
yellow colour and get firmly stuck on the odourless
and insecticide-free special glue.
This product was assessed to be „very good“ by
the German consumer magazine „Ökotest“
(Edition July 2015).
Article number 43-5575-00
7 pieces

With regular use Room Green Liquid Fertiliser will
ensure harmonious plant development, without
excessively burdening growth impetus. The plants
will stay healthy and resistant, blossom formation
will be stimulated. Concentrate.
Article number 45-5535-00
1 x 250 ml

Flower Power Granulate is a universal fertiliser
with long term effect. It ensures luxuriant
blossoms and healthy leaves. Bio-power from
pressed grape humus, seaweed, basalt powder,
lava stone powder, quartz powder and castor
whole grain.
Article number 45-5207-00
1 x 400 g can

This handmade insect hotel sustains a varied
insect population and offers the beneficial
organisms natural accommodation.
Article number 55-5210-00
1 x Insect Hotel
Dimensions: 38 x 20 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
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PEST AVERSION: Patio, balcony und garden paths

PEST AVERSION: Patio, balcony und garden paths

Mole Stop*

Mouse Away*

Snail Granules*

Ant Bait Can*

Pistal® Ant Spray*

Ant Oil*

Ant Powder*

Drives away moles in an environmentally friendly manner without
harming the protected insect eaters.
Article number 41-1216-00
1 pack with 2 x 100 g scent drops

Mouse Away is a scent against mice and other rodents. A barrier in
areas at risk such as garden sheds, conservatories etc. will reduce
mice numbers or keep them completely mice-free.
Essential oils in lava stones.
Article number 41-1212-00
1 x 200 g can

Scent barrier against snail infestations. Suitable for use on patios,
cellar entrances, garages or conservatories etc. Essential oils in lava
stones.
Article number 41-1203-00
1 x 250 g can

With active agent for effective ant control on
patios, balconies, paths and living areas.
Article number 41-1225-00
2 bait cans per pack

Pistal® Ant Spray is an insecticide with chrysanthemum extract, also against other pests in the
household.
No propellant – sprays with air pressure!
Article number 44-4113-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle

Ant Oil is a repellent against ants in the house or
on the patio proven over decades. A mix of essential oils is poured into nests or onto ant trails. The
ants will leave the area.
Article number 41-1115-00
1 x 250 ml PET bottle

Ant Powder is a mix of aromas and bitter
substances with insect averse materials. Ants and
other insects will be quickly and sustainably
removed from their nests, from cracks, preferred
areas, walkways etc. For house and patio.
Article number 41-1220-00
1 x 180 ml powder can
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*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

ARIES® OUTDOOR: Nature that works

ARIES® OUTDOOR: Nature that works

NEW Anti-Mosquito Textile Spray*

Anti-Mosquito Skin Spray*

Mosquito Stop*

Mosquito Lotion*

Anyone wanting full protection against mosquitos
and ticks should treat not just exposed skin but
also their clothing covering untreated skin (about
40% of mosquito bites happen here).
Geraniol also works effectively at a distance
against mosquitos, ticks and other insects.
Article number: 41-1049-00
1 x 100 ml pump spray

The mosquito repellent scent composition from
Anti-Mosquito – recipe with an extract of lemon
eucalyptus oil – keeps mosquitos away for up to 8
hours.
Dermatologically tested.
Also ideal when on the move.
Article number 41-1046-00
1 x 100 ml pump spray

Formulated with an extract of lemon eucalyptus
oil and aloe vera. Provides effective protection
against mosquitos and other annoying insects.
Can be used everywhere, including in aroma
lamps and atomisers.
Article number: 41-1042-00
1 x 10 ml glass bottle with dropper plug

With an extract of lemon eucalyptus oil. Offers reliable protection against mosquitos and other
insects and skincare.
Works for up to 8 hours.
Article number 41-1059-00
1 x 30 ml lotion

Roll-on Mosquito Stick

Tick Card

Anti-Tick Skin Spray*

Anti-Wasp
Surfaces and textile spray*

Cools and regenerates the skin with natural active
agents and relives itching. Can also be used for
nettle or jellyfish stings.
BDIH [Germany] certified
Article number 47-1510-00
1 x 10 ml roll-on

Ideal when underway – fits in almost every
wallet! Removes ticks in one piece really easily.
Thorns or small, not yet fully engorged ticks can
also be removed really well.
Article number 43-8260-00
1 item

Tick repellent scent composition with an extract of
lemon eucalyptus oil, keeps ticks away for up to 6
hours and can be applied directly on the skin.
Also used by forestry workers.
Article number 41-1066-00
1 x 100 ml pump spray

Anti-Wasp spray is a wasp repellent scent
composition from essential oils. Is not sprayed on
wasps but on textiles to keep them away. Also
ideal when underway!
No propellant – sprays with air pressure!
Article number 41-1072-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle
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*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

FLYING INSECTS: So flies fly away

18

TEXTILE PESTS: Like drawing moths to a flame

Fly Away Spray*

Fly Away Concentrate*

Fruit Fly Trap SET

Fruit Fly Bait Liquid

Moth protection in the wardrobe*

Mottlock® Moth Box

Anti-Moth* Spray

Moth Oil*

Drives away flies and other annoying insects.
Spraying curtains, textiles and similar objects
retains the pleasant scent and flies “bug out”.
Article number 41-1127-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle
Article number 41-1123-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle

The pre-emulsified Fly Away Concentrate can also
be diluted with water. Put a few drops in an aroma
dish or on corks. The room will be scented and
make flying insects “bug out”.
This product was assessed to be „very good“ by
the German consumer magazine „Ökotest“
(Edition July 2015).
Article number 41-1120-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle with dropper plug

The yellow trap inlay is additionally tempting to
fruit flies because of the colour. The set will last for
one fruit fly season in the household per year.
Consists of 2 discreet and re-closable traps and a
250 ml bottle of bait liquid.
Article number 44-4618-00
1 x set

Without trap. First buy the article “Fruit Fly Trap
SET” and fill up the ARIES® traps with this bait
liquid as required. Consists of a special fermentation of organic acids and fruit juice.
To refill fruit fly traps.
Article number 44-4611-00
1 x 250 ml PET

This scent dispenser contains lavender oil and
neem extract. Clothes moths and other textiledestroying insects will be kept away effectively for
over 3 months per dispenser.
Article number 41-1350-00
Pack with 2 scent dispensers

Glue trap for clothes moths to monitor infestation.
The bait substance impregnated in the adhesive is
the best of its kind. With practical hanger.
Article number 42-2317-00
1 Moth Box
Article number 42-2318-00
Replacement set with 2 glue traps

Moth protection with neem oil repels cloths moths
and prevents larvae damage. Can be used for
clothes and stored textiles.
No propellant – sprays with air pressure!
Article number 41-1085-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle
Article number 41-1082-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle

Repels moths with lavandin oil & treats wood
surfaces with carnauba wax. This double function
– unique worldwide – also smells pleasantly and
is particularly suitable for cupboards, drawers etc.
Article number 41-1192-00
1 x 250 ml PET trigger spray

*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
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PANTRY PESTS: Like drawing moths to a flame

HOUSEHOLD PESTS: Bad news for uninvited guests

Mottlock® Set of 3

Mottlock® Set of 5

Beetle Trap PantryPatrol

HoyHoy Cockroach Trap

Food moth sticky trap for infestation monitoring. With a very good
bait effect and practical adhesive attachment strips. Put the trap
where you think there are moths, where they regularly appear or
after pest control measures have been taken.
Article number 42-2310-00
1 set with 3 sticky traps measuring 6x20 cm

Food moth sticky trap for infestation monitoring in set of 5.
For further information see item to the left.
Article number 42-2309-00
1 set with 5 sticky traps measuring 6x20 cm

Bait traps for infestation monitoring of damaging pantry beetles
for use in the kitchen and stores. Attracts beetles such as flour
beetles, cabinet beetles, wheat weevils and tobacco beetles.
Article number 42-2350-00
2 traps

Non-poisonous bait trap for infestation monitoring
of cockroaches. The bait effect works for about 6
weeks. The bait has recently been integrated
directly in the sticky surface. The extent and focal
point of the infestation can be identified using the
Cockroach Trap.
Article number 42-2307-00
1 x set of 2 (6 small individual traps)

Identification Set Household/
Insect Identification
We will identify insects sent to us to the best of
our knowledge and ability.
Article number 33-9990-00
• Voucher for one pest identification
• Sample tube for despatch
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*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

Insect Powder made of Kieselgur*

Bambule® Household Insect Spray*

A pure sea product made of plankton. It works
purely mechanically. The fine structure destroys
the insects’ protective wax layer, leaving the
insects to dry out.
This product was assessed to be „very good“ by
the German consumer magazine „Ökotest“
(Edition July 2015).
Article number 44-4308-00
1 x 500 ml PE atomiser bottle

Bambule® Household Insect Spray with neem oil
and lavender oil. The neem element stops
destruction by insects.
Article number 44-4256-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle
Article number 44-4257-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle
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HOUSEHOLD PESTS: Bad news for uninvited guests

MOTH CONTROL®: Nature that works
Pest cont
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Pistal – Professional Insecticide*

Bambule® Mite Spray*

Bambule® Mould Spray*

Bambule® Hygiene Spray*

Pistal is a professional fast-acting insecticide with
chrysanthemum extract for use against all store
and household pests. It complies with EU organic
directives and can thus also be used in organic
businesses.
Article number 44-4103-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle

Mite spray with neem extract works against
damaging dust mites and protects matrasses,
covers, carpets and other textiles in the home.
Interrupts mite egg laying.
Article number 44-4267-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle
Article number 44-4271-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle

Bambule® Mould Spray is an effective agent based
on alcohol (organic ethanol), liverwort extract and
pure paraffin to control mould. Lavandin essential
oil gives the spray a pleasantly fresh note.
Article number 47-8346-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle
Article number 47-8351-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle

Bambule® Hygiene Spray works against bacteria,
spores, fungus and viruses. Sage and thyme oil
give the spray a pleasant fresh smell.
Article number 47-8335-00
1 x 200 ml can with spray nozzle
Article number 47-8341-00
1 x 50 ml can with spray nozzle

*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

Bambule® Odour Stop
Kitchen & Bathroom
When used, unpleasant smells are immediately
eliminated and the scent of lavender is spread. The
microorganisms rapidly and reliably break down
odorants and deposits and settle long term.
Article numbers 41-1000-00/41-1010-00
6 x 250 ml in display carton

Mottcontrol®

Mottcontrol® Textiles

Beneficial organisms against food moths.
Effective, non-poisonous and invisible. Proven for
years. Unique and 100% non-poisonous to people
or animals. Let us advise you!
Article number 44-4504-00
1 voucher for 4 deliveries
of 4 cartons at intervals of 2 weeks

Beneficial organisms against clothes moths.
Clothes moths are more difficult for our beneficial
organisms to reach, which is why 6 deliveries are
required here.
For details see also Article 44-4504-00.
Article number 44-4510-00
1 voucher for 6 deliveries
of 4 cartons at intervals of 2 weeks

rol: Everyone knows about biolo
gical
controls. For example, when cats
are sent into
cellars to hunt mice. Cats are then
described as
beneficial organisms. The beneficia
l organism
that looks for moths in this case
is a chal
wasp, with the scientific name trich cid
ogramma
evanescens. It means you send tiny
ichneumon
wasps to look for moth eggs. The
ichneumon
wasps are 0.4 mm long, or as sma
ll as this spot:
Beneficial organisms: These
tiny ichneumon
wasps lay their eggs in the pest
s’ eggs. In this
way, the moth eggs are killed and
new
beneficial organisms come out afte
r about 8 to
10 days. These disappear when
they can’t find
any more moth eggs. The lifetime
of these
insects at room temperature is 7–1
0 days. The
ichneumon wasps don’t fly to find
their hosts,
but crawl instead.
These tiny insects are completely
harmless to
humans and pets. Also, you won
’t find any
gatherings of chalcid wasps that
could disturb
you, because 1000 of them (air
dried) weigh
only about 0.002 g.
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You will find further information on www.aries.de or in our special moth control brochure (Art. 15-0133-00).

PRODUCTS FOR DOMESTIC & FARM ANIMALS: The best for your animal

ESSENTIAL OILS: Nature that works

Adios® Spray*

Adios® Floea Powder*

Adios® Liquid Soap FORTE*

Lavender Oil

Citronella Oil

Arven Oil

Tea Tree Oil

Orange Oil

Eucalyptus Oil

Adios® Spray is a top notch skin and care product. It protects
against and prevents parasites. Many problems such as fungal
infections will be avoided. Also suitable for young animals.
Article number 53-9015-00
1 x 500 ml PET bottle with trigger spray nozzle

Adios® Flea Powder is suitable for controlling fleas and other
ectoparasites on house and farm animals that cannot or should not
be washed.
Active agent: Kieselgur Diatomaceous Earth
Article number 53-9060-00
1 x 180 ml powder can

Adios® liquid soap FORTE comes into play when fleas or other pests
have already settled in your animal’s fur. Mix of organic sunflower
seed oil soap (Ecocert certified) and pyrethrum. Very mild to the
skin and hands.
Article number 53-9010-00
1 x 250 ml PET bottle

Lavender has been used for ages
as one of the most versatile medicinal herbs and has many uses in
the home and household.
Article number 41-1100-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle
with dropper plug

This pure essential citronella oil
can be used for a multitude of
applications in the home and
household. Also highly suitable
for scented pillows or ceramic
flacons to scent rooms.
Article number 41-1106-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle
with dropper plug

Natural essential oil for corks,
scented pillows etc. Arven oil is
obtained from Swiss pines from
Austria that come from
sustainably managed forests.
Article number 41-1102-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle
with dropper plug

Original Melaleuca alternifolia,
the tea tree native exclusively to
Australia.
From controlled organic
cultivation.
Article number 41-8080-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle
with dropper plug

Pure essential orange oil from
Italy. For aroma lamps, saunas,
home and household.
From controlled organic
cultivation.
Article number 41-1118-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle
with dropper plug

Pure essential eucalyptus oil from
Portugal. The medicine cabinet
– ideal for aroma lamps, saunas,
home and household.
From controlled organic
cultivation.
Article number 41-1119-00
1 x 50 ml glass bottle
with dropper plug
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*Use biocide products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
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ARIES® ORGANIC PASTILLES: Nature that works
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THE STAPELER SERIES: Organic cosmetics from Lower Saxony

DE-ÖKO-013
EU/Nicht-EU-Landwirtschaft

Sage Pastilles

Tea tree Pastilles

Thyme Pastilles

Ginger Lemon Pastilles

NEW: Matcha Lime Pastilles

Original Stapeler Skin Cream

Stapeler Skin Care Egg

Stapeler Foot Care Egg

Travel Egg

Organic pastilles* with the essential oil
of the sage bush – combined with
Iceland moss.
Article number 49-8098-00
1 pack of 30 g

Organic pastilles* with original
Australian tea tree oil from organic
cultivation. Tea tree oil, combined with
Iceland moss, gives these pastilles their
soothing effect.
Article number 49-8090-00
1 pack of 30 g

Organic pastilles* with soothing thyme
oil and Iceland moss.
Article number 49-8096-00
1 pack of 30 g

Organic pastilles* with the fresh taste of
sun-ripened lemons and spicy ginger
from controlled organic cultivation
combined with Iceland moss.
The fruity ORGANIC balsam for the
throat!
Article number 49-8094-00
1 pack of 30 g

The tangy-fresh taste of lime oil and
high quality matcha gives these organic
pastilles* their strengthening,
stimulating effect. Supported by the
balsamic power of Iceland moss.
Article number: 49-8097-00
1 pack of 30 g

Pampering skin cream with organic olive oil,
organic beeswax and organic lavender oil. Due to
the olive oil the product has a long life, also at
room temperature.
Article number 47-8205-00
1 x glass jar with 50 ml

Special care for the hands. Just slide the Skin Care
Egg between clean, dry hands like a “worry stone”.
The natural ingredients then released act like a
skin cream. You can pamper all the parts of your
body that need special care and attention.
Article number 47-8200-00
1 Care Egg (50 g)

The original Stapeler Foot Care Egg has a vitalising
effect and will relieve hardworking feet. The
natural properties make feet noticeably smoother
and provide a healthy environment for the feet.
Article number 47-8215-00
1 Care Egg (50 g)

A Stapeler Skin Care Egg in tin packaging – wonderfully practical for traveling!
Article number 47-8250-00
1 Travel Egg
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